
Chapter 2 

Theoretical Development 

In the theoretical development the dryer has to be modeled first in order to understand the 
problem with thorough understanding. The whole process is a heat application and the 
constitutive equations of heat transfer have to be hired in solving and understanding this. 

2.1 The Constitutive Equations of Heat Transfer. 

The constitutive equations of thermal systems have to be taken into consideration for 
getting a more theoretical understanding of the existing system. 

The net heat flow (Q) is equal to the rate of change (increase) of thermal energy and the 
associated constitutive relation is [1]; 

where pVc is assumed constant, so can write this as [1]; 

dT 

Here Ch = pVc = mc = thermal capacitance, c is the specific heat of the object and V is 
the volume, p = density and pV = mass. 

This can be rewrite as [2], [1]; 

There are three ways that heat can be transferred from one place to another place 
depending on the temperature difference between each other. 

dT 

• Conduction 
• Convection 
• Radiation 
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In the case of our interest transfer due to radiation will not be considered since the 
materials in the system touch each other. In addition to the other two ways our system 
allow heat flow due to the flow of cool mass into a warm mass where the relationship takes 
little different from the above equations explaining the above two ways of heat transfer. 
Let us state the constitutive relationships that describe the heat flow excluding the 
relationship for radiation since it is not in the consideration. 

2.1.1 The Conduction 

Heat energy (q) flows through substances or transfer though substances at a rate 
proportional to the temperature difference between substances. Here in this situation the 
heat of air is transferred to fibers though the convection [2], [1]. R = Thermal Resistance 

q = -R(T1-T2) 2.1 

Here, 

1 _kA 
R~ I 

Where, A is the area of the heat transfer element and I is the length of the heat transferring 
element, k = Thermal Conductivity. 

2.1.2 The Convection 

In convection, the heat (q) transfer takes place by the physical movement of the heat-
carrying particles in the medium [1]; 

q = hcA{Tx - T2) 2.3 

Here hc is the Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient and A is the area of through which the 
heat transfers. Here A will be once the area of fiber and once the area of the steam coil in 
our system. 

In addition to the above two methods the following relationship shows the equation for the 
flow of heat as a result of cool mass flow into a reservoir of warm mass. 

2.1.3 The Heat Transfer due to Flow. 

Heat (q) transfers as a result of cool mass flow into warmer mass and vice versa [2]; 

q = wcv(T1 - T2) 2.4 

Here , 

iv = Mass flow rate of fluid at Tx flowing into the reservoir at T2. 

cv = Specific heat at constant volume. 

These equations will be used in the modeling of dryer. 
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2.2 The River Analogy 

For a better understanding of the dryer, it is going to be compared with a ideal river which is 
totally straight, having no heat loss except a uniform heat loss from the top along the river. 

Let us consider a uniform and straight portion of the river. And assume that this river is 
heated somewhat far away from the portion. In the first step it is assumed that the river has no 
heat loss while flowing. Two RTDs are fixed at the end point of the portion to measure the 
inlet and outlet temperature of water. 

So if there is no any heat loss the inlet temperature and the outlet temperature would be the 
same because the river flows uniformly like a heated brick moving from one place to the 
other. 

Figure 2.1 Fully insulated river with no heat loss and continuous flow. 

If no heat loss 

Toutlet = Tinlet and the Heat of the river QrjVer is constant 

Let us consider an event of dropping wood logs into the river at portion of our interest. The 
logs will float in the direction of the flow of the river absorbing the heat from the river water. 
Suppose that the flow of dropping of logs into the river is continuously happening. Then, 

Figure 2.2 River is subjected to a continuous flow of logs into to it. 
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2.3 Heat Model of the River 

According to equation 2.4 the heat flowed into the logs (q i o g s ) as a result of falling of logs 
into the river (Wio g s = mass flow rate of logs into the river, cvlog = specific heat of logs); 

Rlogs ~~ Wi0gSCvi0g(TAvg,river ~~ ̂  logs,in) 

If this is the only heat loss happens in the river let us consider the heat transferred to fiber as a 
result of thermal resistance which is the same amount transferred due to flow. The 
temperature difference of the RTDs comes as a result of this transfer of heat. Using the 
equation 2.1 we can write (Riogs - Thermal resistance of logs); 

1 
Qlogs ~ 7? C^inlet ~ Toutlet) 

Klogs 

From this we can get, 

1 
n (Tinlet ~~ Toutlet) = ^logs^v,log(TAvg,river ~~ Tlogs,in) 
**logs 

(Tinlet Toutlet) — / 1 \ ^~v,log(TAvg,river Tlogs,in) 

Rlogs 

outlet ~ Tinlet / 1 \ ^v,log(T Avg,river Tlogs,in) 

Riogs 

- T W'"gS r (T - T outlet ~~ ' inlet a > cv,logy1 Avg,river ' logs,in) I K/ilog \ 

hog 

r - T -(Wl°9sllog\ cv,log . _ _ . 
outlet ~ ' inlet I „ I L- ^ Avg,river 1 logs,in) 

\ "log ) K 

The last equation clearly indicates that the outlet temperature T o u t i e t is controlled by the 

factor (Wl°9slloa ] while all the other variables become constant or to a negligible state. Here to 
V Alog J 

increase the outlet temperature one has to reduce this factor. To reduce the factor he has to 
reduce the flow and increase the area of logs. 
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2.4 The Dryer 

The same analogy applies in the case of the dryer. We will consider the losses and other 
quantities which were not considered in the river model. But we can see most will cancel and 
the remaining quantities would be almost the same as in the river model. 

Figure 2.3 Fully insulated dryer with constant air flow and hence continuous heat flow but no flow of fiber 

into it. 

2.5 Heat Model of the Dryer 

In figure 2.3 it shows the dryer with no fiber flow but has continuous air flow and constant 
heat since not heat loss can be happen due to complete insulation. 

The fiber is bring in through the blow line same as in the river released inside the area of our 
interest and the continuous flow of air with constant supply of heat comes away from the 
portion of consideration which is also the same as in case of river. 

Let us assume that the Air has a continuous heat loss along the tube which is Q|0SS 

If the temperature of the exchanger is TEX, then the heat transferred to Air (qair ) from the 
heat exchanger, according to equation 2.1; 

1 
Qair — (?EX ~ Tinlet) 

KEX 

REX = Thermal Resistance of heat exchanger. TINIET = Inlet Air temperature. 

If heat loss is Qiossthen the heat transferred to Air, 

Qair = Qair ~~ Qloss 

1 
Qair = n 0"EX ~~ Tinlet) ~ Qloss 

KEX 
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Now consider the situation of flowing of fiber into the dryer, 

Figure 2.4 Fiber flow into the river of Air with a high mass flow rate. 

We have to keep in mind that Tinlet and Toulet are measurements of inlet and outlet 
temperature of Air flowing inside the dryer. 

The amount of heat transferred to fiber as a result of flowing into the hot Air stream, 

Q fiber = wfibercv,fiber(JAvg.air ~ ^ fiber,in) 

The net heat remaining in the Air after flowing of fiber into it is, 

1 
Qair - D — ( T e x - T i n l e t ) ~ Qfiber ~ Qloss 

kEX 

Qair net = T - ^T EX ~ T inlet) ~ w f ibercv,fiber Avg.air ~ T fiber,in) ~ Qloss 2 . 5 

Now let us consider on the other way around. If there is not heat loss then the inlet and outlet 
temperatures of the dryer has to equal. But there is a constant heat loss. So there should be a 
temperature difference. But the difference is constant because the loss is constant. Due to this 
reason again we can consider that there is no change happens in the inlet or outlet 
temperatures of dryer until the fiber is flowed in to it. It can be shown as follows. 

1 
Qloss = (Tinlet ~ T oulet) 

Ktube 
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Here, 

TMet = I n l e t temperature of dryer before fiber flow in. Same as the temperature after the 
fiber flow. 

T'0utiet= ° u t l e t temperature of dryer before fiber flow in. 

Qioss= Constant = K 

1 
K = p (Jinlet ~ Touiet) Ktube 

(Tinlet ~ T'oulet) ~ ^Rtube 

Rtube = ^ ^ = Constant, because the dimensions are constant in the dryer. 
hube 

(Tinlet - T'ouiet) = contant 

After the fiber starts flowing in the outlet temperature will be reduced due to the heat flow 
into the fiber as a transfer. 

T'ouiet ~ AT = final outlet temperature 

AT = Touiet — Touiet 

T'ouiet - 0"ouiet ~ T0uiet) = final outlet temperature 

Touiet - final outlet temperature 

Touiet — Toulet ~ &T 

Touiet = Tinlet ~ COntUTlt - AT 

Touiet = Tinlet -AT' ; A T'= contant + AT 

So the reduction of heat in the Air in addition to the reduction of heat due to the loss is equal 
to the transfer of heat to the fibers from Air. This reduction of heat from Air gives rise to the 
new outlet temperature, T o u i e t . 

Let us assume each and every fiber is equal dimensions after grinding in the refiner. Actually 
they are almost equal size. The difference can be measured by using vibrating meshes. The 
vibrator has different meshes for different sizes. We put the fiber sample on the top most 
mesh which has the largest holes. The lowest one has the smallest holes. After vibrating a 
known period of time we measure the fiber collected in each tray separately. So percentage of 
fiber collected in each tray can be obtained and if more than 80% of fiber collected in the 
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required size the sample can be considered as suitable for the production. The size normally 
using is approximately, 2 -3mm in length and 0.25- 0.7mm in thickness. 

Let us consider the heat absorb by one fiber from Air, 

1 
Qi = 17" (Tinlet ~ Toutlet) Ki 

The heat absorbed by n number of fibers, 

n n 

qfiber = ^ Qi ~ ^ (Tinlet ~~ ^outlet) 
i i 1 

v I M 9 fiber ~ (Tinlet ~ Toutlet) ^ |77~ 
I 

n , , 
V- A' 

Qfiber ~ (Tinlet T'outlet) k / § ( j 
i 

(A' 
Qfiber ~ (Tinlet ~ Toutiet)knl — 

_ k(nA') r 
Qfiber ~ j (Tinlet ~ ' outlet) 

Take [nA' = Afiber\ the total area of fibers inside the dryer and assume lengths of fibers are 
approximately equal. 

Qfiber = ~j (Tinlet ~ Toutlet) 
Ifiber 

1 ^ kAf i b e r 

Rfiber Ifiber 

So the equation again becomes, 

1 
Qfiber = n (Tinlet ~ Toutlet) 

Kfiber 

So the net heat of Air after derived on the other way around using inlet and outlet 
temperature, 

Qair.net ~ „— (TEX ~~ Tinlet) ~ 7, (Tinlet ~ Toutiet) — Qioss 2.6 Krx K fiber 
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2.6 The Key 

From the equations 2.5 and 2.6 we get, 

1 1 
(Tex — Tiniet) — — (Tinlet — Toutlet) ~ Qloss 

Rex Rfiber 

1 
R EX 

(Tex ~ Tiniet) — WfiberCvfiber(TAvg.air Tfiber,in) Qloss 

Simplifying the equation, 

(Tiniet ~~ Toutlet) — wfibercv,fiber(TAvg,air Tfiber,in) 
R fiber 

(Tiniet ~ Toutlet) / \ \ Cv,fiber(TAvg,air ^ / i6er , in ) 

Rfiber J 

Toutlet ~ Tiniet / 1 \ Cv,fiber(TAvg,air ^ / i6er , in ) 

\Rfib J * fiber 

Toutlet — Tiniet ~ ,1, a 7 Cv,fiber{jAvg,air Tfu,er i n ) 
' fiber \ 

Ifiber J 

_ (Wfiberlfiber\Cy,fiber f T j . s ? ? 
1 outlet — 1 inlet ^ Afiher J k " Avg,air ' fiber,inJ 

The equation 2.7 is the key of our control design. The control of outlet temperature will 
control the moisture level of fiber under a known relationship of moisture and outlet 
temperature. 
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The next chapter will explain how this equation plays his role in the design of our control 
system of moisture control. This equation is basically used to understand what really is 
done by the operators in the manual process of controlling moisture. 
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